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A Package For
Copenhagen:
Existing Authorities in the United States for
Responding to Global Warming
Introduction And Summary
This review is largely illustrative of the manner in which existing authorities could be used to attack
global warming, not an exhaustive review. Huge areas of law are unaddressed by this document, ranging from fish and wildlife protection, restrictions on the use of federal lands, use of agriculture statutes
(e.g., crop and milk subsidy programs), mandated purchases by armed services and other federal entities, and many, many others. (The full analysis, which is roughly 130 pages in length, is posted at the
newsletter website, http://healthandcleanair.org/, where it can be downloaded in pdf.)
The most important points to be drawn from these illustrative materials are:
n There is vast potential in the use of existing authorities to attack global warming. There is no need to

delay action until Congress passes new laws.
n This is especially true if efforts focus on so-called “forcers,” which are causes of global warming

such as black carbon, or diesel soot; tropospheric ozone; or smog; and, methane, or gases from oil
and gas operations, landfills, animal feedlots and sewage treatment plants.
n Forcers are not nearly as well known as carbon dioxide, but collectively they cause as much current

warming as it does, and even more in the Arctic, Antarctic and other snowy and icy regions. More
importantly, while carbon dioxide has a lifetime of 50 to 3,000 years the forcers last only a few minutes, weeks or months. The longest lived of them is methane, which stays around for about 12 years.
All of the forcers are already regulated in many different laws, albeit not for climate purposes.
n The use of existing laws and authorities would avoid the potential for needless weakening amend-

ments to the Clean Air Act and other statutes.
n An Administration-wide focus on identifying and exploiting such authorities could develop a robust

and complete policy for international meetings on global warming, including the Copenhagen Conference of the Parties.

n The number of authorities is so vast

and comprehensive, that some would
question the commitment of an
Administration that chooses to ignore
these opportunities, when they represent a speedy and effective way forward domestically and internationally.
n The single most urgent item of busi-

ness is to assure that the “endangerment finding” now pending is
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Unique opportunity. The case for

using reductions in these short-lived
pollutants as the opening wedge in
dealing with global warming is compelling. This opportunity may not be
presented again; it requires no Congressional action; and it should appeal
to all nations, developing and developed alike.

Programs.

Full analysis available at www.healthandcleanair.org

The Critical Need:
Focus Both on Short-Lived “Forcers” and
Carbon Dioxide
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Virtually all proposals, whether
inside or outside Congress,
focus on compelling cuts in
emissions of carbon dioxide
(CO2), an invisible and odorless gas

created when carbon rich fuels like
coal, oil and even wood are burned. It
is widely, but wrongly, considered the

ing last longer. Methane, or natural
gas, emitted by refineries, landfills,
and sewage plants lasts eight to nine
years. HFC-134a, used in the air
conditioners of cars and trucks, lasts
for about 14 years (its use in new
vehicles is banned in Europe starting
in 2011).

Because the planet is racing toward so-called “tipping
points,” the need for immediate
and substantial cuts in shortlived causes of global warming
is urgent. The Arctic, Antarctic,
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in the near term, is not gradual
warming, but, figuratively, falling over a cliff. Change in nature is
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about it much more like nuclear waste

reduce human death and ill-

of light and the Twin Towers stand,

than, like say, smog or acid rain.”

ness, and increase crop yields
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spheric Administration, added, “What
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and other fires, kill an estimated 5

Existing laws and other authorities

million infants and children a year.
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ing include the following:

cutting concentrations will increase
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The Clean Air Act: at least 7 differ-

ates other “forcers,” such as ozone,

a program to sow confusion and dis-

ent approaches could be used, rang-

or smog.

credit science, so, too, did some other

ing from adoption of new ambient
standards to issuing guidelines to
define control technologies.

Public Resource Laws and Inherent Powers of the President: following the examples of both Roosevelts,

Conformity” and other provisions

Carter, Clinton and George Bush,

of the Federal clean air and road

President Obama could designate

construction programs: by mak-

the U.S. territory that lies within

ing the retrofit of diesel engines with
devices that trap and destroy soot an
“eligible project cost” of highway
and transit construction programs–
programs that are already being
funded on an ad hoc basis– emissions could be reduced sharply and
quickly. As matters now stand, flowers planted on roadsides and in medians qualify for 90 percent federal
funding, but measures like traps that

What
is lacking, then,
are not legal authorities to
address global warming,
but people willing to invoke them
to possibly stave off the
gravest threat ever posed to
human survival.

would save lives are not.

corporations intentionally seek those
same scientists, so-called “skeptics”
were sought out for the express purpose of misrepresenting and distorting global warming science, using
corporate front groups. (See next
page.)
Knowing or Reckless Endangerment: virtually all of the mediaspecific laws now include provisions
for bring corporations and, under
certain circumstances their officers
and directors, to the bar for knowing
or reckless endangerment.
The Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO):
starting in the 1980s, lawyers began
exploiting the RICO Act, which

The “Superfund”: among the most

allows civil claims to be brought by

flexible of federal laws, this could

any person injured in business or

be used to, for example, designate
elements and compounds that cause
global warming as hazardous substances, triggering requirements
for the reporting of and responses
to releases, as well as liability for
damages.

the Arctic as a protected area under
the Antiquities Act—just one of the
many different statutes and inherent
powers available to the Executive
Branch—thus setting the stage for
domestic and international actions to
curb global warming. Without some

property because of a RICO violation, which, if established, automatically triggers judgment in the amount
of three times actual damages, as well
as an award for costs and attorneys’
fees.
There undoubtedly are many other

The Resource Conservation and

action, it is likely that the Arctic

laws under which global warming can be

Recovery Act: expansive definitions

will be free of ice, perhaps within a

attacked without need for further statu-

in RCRA enable the law to extend

decade.

tory enactments. While many of these

into activities that generate wastes of
all sorts—air and water pollution, for
example. In addition, RCRA contains
a little known requirement that generation of wastes—again, of all sorts,
not just that destined for dumps or
incinerators—be “minimized.”

Common Law: using the tobacco
lawsuits of the 1990s as a model,
money damages or equitable relief
can be sought against corporations
under nuisance, negligence and a
wide variety of other theories, including personal liability for corporate

The Clean Water Act: a variety of

officers and directors, either crimi-

regulatory and non-regulatory tools

nally or civilly or both, for actions of

are made available that could be used

the business. Indeed, the patterns of

to virtually eliminate emissions of

spending, conduct and public state-

methane, a powerful greenhouse gas

ments are consistent with the theory

in its own right, but also one that cre-

that just as tobacco firms established
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require an initiative on the part of the
U.S. government, many others can be
pursued by state attorneys general, district attorneys or even private individuals. What is lacking, then, are not legal
authorities to address global warming,
but people willing to invoke them to
possibly stave off the gravest threat ever
posed to human survival.

Full analysis available at www.healthandcleanair.org

Genuine Skeptics or Pay-For-Hire Skeptics?
PASSIVE SMOKING

GLOBAL WARMING

Steve Milloy

Steve Milloy

“Anti-smoker propaganda may be killing more smokers

“Hell—we don’t even know if the planet has actually recorded a

than smoking does”1

genuine increase in mean temperature over the last half century.”

“Secondhand smoke is annoying to many nonsmokers.

“It will take all our strength in the coming years to combat

That is the essence of the controversy and where the debate

global warming alarmism and to keep America from falling into

should lie–the rights of smokers to smoke in public places

the totalitarian green abyss.”7

versus the rights of nonsmokers to be free of tobacco
smoke.”2

Richard Lindzen
“I think it’s [concern about global warming] mainly just like

Richard Lindzen

little kids locking themselves in dark closets to see how much

The evidence linking passive smoking to cancer is “weak,

they can scare each other and themselves.”8

inconsistent and ambiguous.”3

ExxonMobil is “the only principled oil and gas company I know
in the US” and that “they have a CEO who is not going to be

S. Fred Singer

bamboozled by nonsense.”9

Tobacco smoke when exhaled as secondhand smoke is so
diluted that the harmful substances inhaled in the work-

S. Fred Singer

place are nearly zero.

“Are human activities, including the burning of fossil fuel, the

“In their anti-smoking zeal the U.S. Environmental Protec-

primary or even significant cause of the current warming trend?

tion Agency had cooked the data on second-hand tobacco

The scientifically appropriate answer—cautious and conform-

smoke claiming 3,000 lung cancer deaths a year.”

ing to the facts—is probably not.”10

4

5

Michael Crichton
Studies showing 3,000 deaths annual from passive smok-

“Contrary to the conventional wisdom and the predictions of
computer models, the Earth’s climate has not warmed appreciably
in the past two decades, and probably not since about 1940.”11

ing “was openly fraudulent science” (so) “we now have a
social policy supported by the grossest of superstitions.”6

Michael Crichton
“Nobody believes a weather prediction twelve hours ahead.
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